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Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from normal and tumor tissues have been deposited in pub-
lic databases. These ESTs and all mRNA sequences were aligned with the human genome
sequence using LEADS, Compugen’s alternative splicing modeling platform. We developed
a novel computational approach to analyze tissue information of aligned ESTs in order to
identify cancer-specific alternative splicing and gene segments highly expressed in particu-
lar cancers. Several genes, including one encoding a possible pre-mRNA splicing factor, dis-
played cancer-specific alternative splicing. In addition, multiple candidate gene segments
highly expressed in colon cancers were identified.
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The etiology of many cancers, especially those involving mul-
tiple genes or sporadic mutations, remains unknown. Expressed
sequences (mRNA and ESTs [1]) from various normal or can-
cer tissues and cell lines have been accumulated in public
sequence databases. This wealth of EST information, though a
majority of it comes from heterogeneous cell types of different
tissues, captures some of the changes inherent in carcinogene-
sis. We attempted to identify some of these changes through
computational analysis of EST clustering and EST tissue infor-
mation. Several earlier studies have examined EST tissue infor-
mation. Counting the number of ESTs in UniGene clusters [2],
with or without rigorous probability calculation [3], was used
to identify endothelium-specific genes [4], disease-specific or
tissue-specific polyadenylation sites [5], colon cancer-related
genes [6], and genes differentially expressed in normal or can-
cer tissues [7,8], and to build tissue expression profiles for adult
skeletal muscle [9] and retina [10]. ESTs from well-defined tis-
sue sources were used to construct a sophisticated BodyMap
[11]. However, all of these published approaches failed to con-
sider alternative splicing—estimated to occur in over 50% of
human genes [12–15]—because UniGene clusters do not have
multiple alignments. In addition, ESTs in these studies were
restricted to those from non-normalized libraries. SAGE [16,17]
and microarray experiments [18] have been used extensively to
study gene expression, but these methodologies must be linked
with alternative splicing modeling to be of use for investigat-
ing alternative splicing.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Human EST and mRNA sequences were aligned against
genomic sequences and clustered through Compugen’s
LEADS platform [19–22], which identified the boundaries of
introns and predicted alternative splicing sites (Fig. 1).
Modeling of alternative splicing has been reported with dif-
ferent degrees of sophistication [14,23,24]. The 20,301 clusters
with 2.0 million ESTs contained at least one mRNA sequence,
in general agreement with UniGene build #148 with 20,876
mRNA-containing clusters. The remaining EST sequences
were clustered to unknown regions of known genes or to
unknown genes. These ESTs were not analyzed. Table 1 pro-
vides some statistics about EST and mRNA clustering. There
were 125,115 introns and 213,483 exons aligned either with an
mRNA or with ESTs from at least two libraries if there was
no RNA aligned to the gene segment. Alternative splicing
includes exon skipping, alternative 5� or 3� splicing, and
intron retention. All of them can be described by one simple
rule, that is, a single exon connects to at least two other exons
in either the 3� end (donor site) or the 5� end (acceptor site;
Fig. 1). Table 2 lists some statistics of alternative splicing
events based on this simplification.

We analyzed tissue information of ESTs in this cohort of
clusters. Table 3 lists the 10 tissue types with the largest num-
bers of ESTs along with those from pooled or uncharacterized
tissues. An alternative splicing event has at least two
donor–acceptor concatenations. In more than half of the cases,
concatenations between donor (exon A; Fig. 1) and proximal
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of LEADS alignment and
alternative splicing with three exons (A, B, C) and two introns
(1, 2). ESTs and mRNAs were aligned to the genome and the
splicing junctions were determined through the alignments.
Two alternative splicing events are distinguished here. One,
from the donor site, involves AB (between donor and proxi-
mal acceptor) and AC (between donor and distal acceptor),
and the other, from the acceptor site, involves AC (between
distal donor and acceptor) and BC (between proximal donor
and acceptor).
acceptor (exon B) and between acceptor (exon C) and proximal one in placenta) [25] supported by ESTs from more than four

donor (exon B) are supported by a higher number of EST
libraries than those between donor (exon A) and distal accep-
tor (exon C) and between acceptor (exon C) and distal donor
(exon A). This result indicates that exon skipping is not preva-
lent. Very few concatenations (three in prostate, one in lung, and

TABLE 1: The number of clusters with different numbers
of EST or mRNA after LEADS alternative splicing model-

ing for GenBank version 125 with genomic build #25

EST Cluster

1 963

2–3 1457

4–7 1532

8–15 1655

16–31 1879

32–63 2500

64–127 3481

128–255 3240

256–511 1406

512–1023 422

1024–above 1766

Total 20301

RNA Cluster

1 6527

2–3 6372

4–7 6204

8–15 1915

16–31 226

32–63 40

64 and above 17

Total 20301
Clusters must contain at least one mRNA alignment.
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libraries were restricted to a single tissue type, suggesting that
the absolute tissue-specific alternative splicing might be rare
among the genes analyzed. The non-quantitative nature of the
current analysis method precludes the identification of alter-
native splicing events that are tissue-specific, yet are not
restricted to a single tissue type. In these few cases, the whole
genes tend to be tissue-specific, some of which have been
regarded as tissue markers, and those identified events may
serve as more specific tissue and diagnostic markers, as 

TABLE 2: The number of clusters with different numbers
of alternatively spliced donor sites or acceptor sites

Donor site Cluster 

1 3690

2 2269

3 1348

4 760

5 435

6 and above 566

Total 9068

Acceptor site Cluster

1 3751

2 2388

3 1511

4 799

5 508

6 and above 710

Total 9667
Donor–acceptor concatenation must be supported by at least one mRNA or by ESTs from
at least two libraries. There are 8254 clusters which have alternatively spliced donor and
acceptor sites. If the lower bound on the number of EST libraries supporting each
donor–acceptor concatenation is increased to three, there are 13,402 alternatively spliced
donor sites in 6892 clusters and 15,015 alternatively spliced acceptor sites in 7570 clus-
ters, whereas 6111 clusters have alternatively spliced donor and acceptor sites.
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The concatenation of exon A to exon C is sup-
TABLE 3: Statistics of ESTs aligned in the 20,301 clusters from the 
10 most prevalent tissue types and pooled or uncharacterized 

tissues in the LEADS output

Tissue Number of ESTs Number of libraries

Normal Cancer Total Normal Cancer Total

Brain 93024 87803 180827 30 25 55

Lung 35455 85596 121051 92 156 248

Placenta 86571 27291 113862 259 3 262

Uterus 30052 71521 101573 99 107 206

Colon 23796 74998 98794 274 445 719

Kidney 42628 46811 89439 9 54 63

Skin 32436 43085 75521 8 10 18

Prostate 40312 27963 68275 131 135 266

Mammary gland 26509 36638 63147 305 665 970

Head and neck 12354 50167 62521 62 800 862

Pooled 178618 992 179610 15 1 16

Uncharacterized 76193 9721 85914 778 106 884
suggested earlier [26]. For example, the short form of a prostate- be used to id

specific protein, PSP57 [27], resulted from the concatenation of
exon 2 and exon 4, which is supported by ESTs from 11 prostate
libraries, whereas in the long form, PSP94, concatenations of
exons 2, 3, and 4 were supported by ESTs from six types of tis-
sues. We tried to identify discordant (or mutually exclusive)
expressions of alternatively spliced transcripts, where the tran-
scripts are expressed in non-overlapping sets of tissues. For that
purpose, we examined alternative splicing events with only
two concatenations, each of which was supported by ESTs from
at least five libraries, where the two concatenations were sup-
ported by ESTs from different tissues. Six acceptor sites and
seven donor sites have been identified [25]. As an example, in
the gene XRCC3, the first 36 bp, the next 57 bp, and the subse-
quent 102 bp belong to three exons (here named A, B, and C).
TABLE 4: Examples of putative cancer-specific alternative splicing
mRNA/EST UniGene Position Total Type Specific Non-specific Possible function

ID EST RNA EST   RNA EST RNA 
Cancer   Normal

BC003129 172207 123, 237 1496 8 d+ 15 1 46 20 3 splicing factor candidate

NM_018035 279851 220, 301 584 2 d- 7 0 21 9 2 no known function

AL519365 21938 474, 513 162 3 s- 8 3 6 1 0 oxysterol binding 

BF341144 155596 507,542 148 1 s+ 6 0 7 4 1 BCL2/adenovirus E1B interacting 

AB009357 7510 1372,1452 205 6 s+ 7 4 2 4 2 MAPKKK 7

NM_002382 42712 57,84 165 7 s- 8 7 3 6 MAX protein
One of the mRNAs, or one of the ESTs if no mRNA contains both splicing junctions, is listed to identify the cluster. Under the “Type” column, the designation from either the donor site
(d) or acceptor site (a) and to either the proximal (+) or distal (-) exon indicates the type of transcript shown to be cancer-specific. For example, “d+” indicates AB (Fig. 1) is cancer-spe-
cific. In cases of exon skipping or intron retention, the cognate donor site and acceptor site showed same or similar profile. Please note: under the “Total” column the number of ESTs or
mRNAs is listed. Under “Specific” or “Nonspecific” columns, the library count is listed. All mRNA sequences under “Specific” are from cancer tissues, and there were no normal ESTs
under “Specific.” The numbers under the “Position” column identify the splicing junctions on the mentioned sequence.
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ported by mRNA sequence BC011725 and ESTs
from five libraries originating from lymph node,
cervix, muscle, mammary gland, and eye. The
concatenation of exon B to C is supported by mul-
tiple mRNA and ESTs in nine libraries from nerv-
ous system, placenta, uterus, gastrointestinal tract,
kidney, and pancreas. Cell heterogeneity of most
tissues in EST databases precludes the identifica-
tion of cell type-specific alternative splicing.

We examined alternative splicing events that
are restricted to cancer tissues by looking for any
donor–acceptor concatenations exclusively sup-
ported by ESTs from cancer tissues. Table 4 lists
six interesting examples [25]. The gene NONO
with BC003129 and 1496 ESTs encodes a possi-
ble splicing factor, suggesting that alternative
splicing of multiple genes may be regulated dur-
ing carcinogenesis. Lack of a complete and accu-
rate inventory of transcripts hinders the identi-
fication of transcripts that are highly expressed
in particular cancer tissues. However, the EST
clustering and tissue information analyses can
entify specific gene segments that are highly rep-
ancer tissues. We ranked all gene segments with
resented in c

probability scores and identified several possible colon can-
cer markers [25] (Table 5). Gene segments highly expressed
in other tissues or other types of cancers can be identified
similarly. During a selection of 200 gene segments for lung
cancer markers, several recently published lung cancer mark-
ers [28,29], including AA033947, AA600214, AA664179,
H58872, X53463, M11507, and X01060, were identified. With
systematic classification of histology and oncology, such as
Gene Ontology [30,31], sufficient numbers of sequences from
homogenous cells, and accurate and detailed descriptions of
tissue sources and library construction, the approach outlined
here may identify some of the genetic alterations in carcino-
genesis.
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TABLE 5: A select group of gene segments highly expressed in colon cancer

mRNA/EST UniGene ID EST RNA Position Score Number of ESTs Number of Libraries Function

Cancer Normal Total Cancer Normal Total

NM_032044 105484 105 3 484–589 57 11 25 46 4 18 29 gastrointestinal
secretory 

NM_033049 5940 92 3 1566–2866 44 9 33 73 6 15 38 mucin 13

NM_002083 2704 220 7 256–564 42 46 34 196 9 17 70 glutathione
peroxidase

AK000683 273321 216 2 1343–2306 37 11 30 164 8 13 49 unknown

NM_006408 91011 256 4 388–452 36 13 37 165 7 17 71 XCG homolog

NM_002273 242463 1081 9 1451–1509 35 33 90 562 8 25 146 keratin 8

NM_005814 143131 26 1 1171–2670 33 7 10 20 5 7 15 glycoprotein A33
One of the mRNAs, or one of the ESTs if no mRNA contains the segment, is listed to identify the cluster. Under “EST” or “RNA,” the number of ESTs or mRNAs is listed. The ranges in
the “Position” column identify the selected segment from the mRNA or EST sequence listed under “mRNA/EST.” Scores are the – logarithmic of the probabilities, calculated under
binomial distribution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

DATA and LEADS alternative splicing modeling. GenBank version 125 with
genomic build #25 from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) was input to the LEADS platform as described [19–22]. The LEADS
process aligned about 80,000 mRNA and 3.7 million ESTs with genomic
sequences. The mRNAs and ESTs supporting any expressed genomic segment
or donor–acceptor concatenations were identified. Results from the application
of the LEADS platform have also been reported [19–22]. UniGene Build #146
and libraryQuest.txt were obtained from the NCBI and Cancer Genome
Anatomy Project (CGAP) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI), respectively.

EST tissue information. Most ESTs have tissue library information. The infor-
mation is also available in web form in Library Browser or Library Finder in
NCBI or in the flat file libraryQuest.txt. The file lists 53 tissue sources, five his-
tological states (cancer, multiple histology, normal, pre-cancer, and uncharac-
terized histology), six types of tissue preparations (bulk, cell line, flow-sorted,
microdissected, multiple preparation, and uncharacterized), and brief descrip-
tions for each library. The ORESTES set with 5000 libraries has close to one mil-
lion ESTs [32]. The 5318 libraries were from bulk tissue preparation (including
5000 ORESTES libraries), 329 were from cell lines, 37 were flow-sorted, 66 were
microdissected, 5 were multiple preparations, and 1121 were from uncharac-
terized preparations. Excluding ORESTES libraries, 507 libraries were desig-
nated as “non-normalized” and 100 were designated “normalized” or “sub-
stracted” indicating the pretreatment of mRNA before cDNA library con-
struction. A small number of libraries were derived from the same original
sample. They were not considered separately. Library counts of ESTs rather
than direct EST counts are used to provide semi-quantitative measurements of
expression level, as EST counts in some cases reflect the prevalence of ESTs in
one or a few particular libraries, and library counts provide better indications
across different tissue types when both normalized and non-normalized
libraries were analyzed. Such tissue information analyses are limited to those
tissues with a sufficient number of libraries. The inclusion of normalized cDNA
libraries allowed the examination of genes expressed at low levels.

To exclude possible genomic contamination in expressed sequences and
other EST problems, only donor–acceptor concatenations or gene segments
aligned with at least one mRNA or ESTs from at least two libraries were con-
sidered. The ESTs from “pooled tissue” or “uncharacterized tissue” were con-
sidered non-conforming in order to maintain the robustness of the results. In
addition, 139,243 ESTs that had no library information were considered non-
conforming in investigating tissue- or cancer-specific alternative splicing events,
and were not considered in gene segment selection.

Simple probability scoring based on the binomial distribution was used to
rank gene segments highly expressed in particular tissues. In the case of colon
GENOMICS Vol. 80, Number 3, September 2002
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cancer (Table 5), the colon tumor library number, the colon library number, and
the total library number for each gene segment were considered.

Supplementary data for this article are available on IDEAL (http://www.
idealibrary.com).
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